ABSTRACT Data analytics systems (DASs) with big data capabilities have started playing a promising role in online service ecosystems and large-scaled interconnected systems of many enterprises. The rapid development of analytics models and technologies, along with affordable infrastructures and accumulated data repositories, leads to encouraging expectations on DAS, while also bringing challenges in terms of how to deal with the increased development complexity. However, systematic methodologies for designing a sustainable DAS are still missing. To harness the dynamics raised by technology evolution, ambiguous requirements, under-explored data environments, and so on, framing a sustainable software architecture turns out to be a critical task. By exploring the complex nature of DAS, we propose a novel approach, sustainable architecture development for DAS (SstAD-DAS), to provide practical guidelines for architecture development. A shock absorber mechanism is presented to harness the dynamics of DAS and facilitate the development of a sustainable architecture, the "long decision chain" challenges are handled with a generic process model, and collaborations and responsibilities of participants are suggested to enable better model implementation. SstAD-DAS allows architects to accommodate the long decision chain, leverage skill sets from multiple contributors, and evaluate architectural decisions continuously. Finally, this paper demonstrates the capability and usability of SstAD-DAS by sharing experiences and observations from the continuous development of an intelligence analysis system. INDEX TERMS Architecture sustainability, BPMN, data analytics system, architecture development method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of information technology and the increasing maturity of database technology, the amount of data is growing rapidly. This development calls for data analytics systems that are capable of dealing with massive amounts of data and for obtaining valuable information through in-depth analysis [1] . Data analytics systems (DAS) are built utilizing data mining, predictive analytics, and machine learning tools in order to discover useful information, suggest conclusions, and support decision-making [2] - [4] . DAS cover whole data processing chain, including collecting, inspecting, cleansing, transforming, modeling, and visualizing data. They are widely used in commercial industries and help organizations draw conclusions about various kinds of information they contain [5] . Meanwhile, the increasing usage of data analytic applications and the complexity of data types have sparked the technological development of Big Data and Cloud Computing [6] . The enrichment of these data analytics techniques and plenty of existing information data all promote the rapid development of data analytics systems.
A considerable number of data analytics systems have been applied extensively in various domains, such as climatology, logistics, and intelligence [7] . This kind of system integrates domain knowledge, data analysis knowledge, and software architecture knowledge; in all of these, architectural design plays a significant role. A range of research work has been carried out on detailed architecture development. The social data analysis systems presented by Lee et al. [8] provide social data gathering agent and analysis modules to conduct semantic analysis of large-scale Social Network Service (SNS) data. The healthcare cloud system proposed by He and Zhao [9] constructs a reasonable architecture for efficient and unified healthcare data storage, analysis, and management. An online global climatic data system [10] provides a rational model of World Meteorological Organization (WMO) climate data and demonstrates functions of webbased data sharing, search, visualization, and analysis. These systems are tightly coupled with detailed application scenarios. They bring inspiration to system development in specific domain, providing useful help and references. However, no general approach exists that provides design guidance for building a data analytics system.
A more mature approach for architecting DAS is needed, as there is a huge and growing gap between what end-users expect from their data analytics systems and what they actually get [11] . Currently, many data analytics systems collect massive amounts of data and store them in a Hadoop environment based on Hbase or HDFS, such as financial Big Data and human resources Big Data [12] . Nosql databases are also introduced and the data warehouse technologies are utilized to enhance data analytics systems recent years [13] . However, information collection and data analysis go far beyond piling up numerous data and putting them together, which is far from reaching their goals. Well-designed DAS are expected to help users make more informed decisions through data mining, predictive analytics, machine learning, leveraging domain knowledge and so on.
In order to enhance the ability of data analysis in practical application, we need to understand the potential challenges and to create a complete methodology for DAS development. Architecture development method is an integral part of building up an efficient, scalable, and long-term reliable DAS. System architecture decisions are usually made in early phases of the software development, and iteratively enhanced during the overall development lifecycle [14] . Therefore, the architecture has a vital influence on how requirements are analyzed and what kind of technology solution the construction takes. It is the first step and the most basic part in the development methodology. Architects must create designs that can endure throughout the evolution of the software. To achieve sustainable architectures, we need sustainable design decisions, and the cost efficiency of required changes to those decisions [15] .
In this paper, our study focus on architecture development method for building DAS. To make architectural design decisions successful, it is important to take into account the key characteristics of DAS. DAS usually involve many complexities, which entail challenges for the construction of a sustainable DAS architecture. Tough data analytics tasks, the need for diverse analytics skill sets, and the complex data-centric ecosystem all have an influence on decisionmaking during the development of a DAS architecture. Successful sustainable DAS architectures are reported by today's Internet giants, such as Google, 1 Netflix, 2 and LinkedIn. 3 They have shared their experience on architectural decision-making and publish their reference architecture on their official websites. 4 However, these solutions are all tightly coupled with business logic, and difficult to clone and apply in other situations for reasons related to the data itself, to funds, and to human resources. Thus, there exists no common practice for establishing a sustainable architecture for DAS.
To explore how to build a sustainable architecture for DAS, we conducted a field study to help understand the fundamental technologies and the specifics of the DAS. Considering the long decision chain of DAS, we thoroughly studied the challenges of decision-making associated with it. We attempted to overcome these challenges for building a DAS architecture in our study. An approach called SstAD-DAS was proposed and a preliminary process model for DAS architecting was presented to provide a reference for other practitioners. In addition, we used a concrete case study to demonstrate how to use this approach. This case study also implies that our approach can help adapt to the challenges and establish a sustainable DAS architecture.
The key contributions of this paper include: 1) Analyzing the challenges of building a DAS architecture, which include essential complexity, system dynamics, and the long decision chain of DAS. 2) Proposing an architectural approach called SstAD-DAS (Sustainable Architecture Development for Data Analytics System), which considers the perspectives of different stakeholders; presenting a process model, which provides guideline for DAS practitioners, and covers the complicated decision-making. 3) Bringing a case study for sharing practical experiences in using SstAD-DAS to establish a sustainable DAS architecture. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related work and Section III introduces the process of our exploratory study. Section IV summarizes specific architectural challenges of building DAS. Then Section V proposes a novel approach called SstAD-DAS for framing a sustainable data analytics architecture. Section VI shows a case study sharing our experience in designing a DAS architecture using SstAD-DAS and Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Different aspects related to software architecture and data analytics systems have gained considerable research attention in recent years. This section presents existing contributions and is organized into the following categories: We will first introduce advantages of software engineering for data analytics systems. Next, we will share some related work about sustainable software architectures. Finally, some classical cases of software architecture for data analytics systems will be analyzed briefly.
A. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING FOR DATA ANALYTICS SYSTEMS
Nowadays, Big Data is permeating numerous aspects of human life, in particular in the data analytics domain. Research regarding software engineering for data analytics systems has aroused extensive interest in various studies [16] - [18] . In these works, the growing role of cloud computing in Big Data ecosystems has been studied and the establishment of appropriate infrastructures has been introduced, such as scalable data warehouse architectures and integrated storage systems for Big Data analytics. In addition, a considerable number of data analytics techniques have been developed from various perspectives in order to develop data analytics systems systematically [19] , [20] . The research presented in [21] summarizes the characteristics of all the major single-case analytical techniques and provides a set of recommendations for choosing appropriate data analytics techniques suitable for different situations. Other contributions, e.g. [22] , [23] , present detailed architectural solution blueprints especially for designing and establishing Big Data analytics services across enterprises by utilizing common design components and practical standards.
B. SUSTAINABLE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
In recent years, a great amount of research work has also been carried out on improving the understanding of sustainable architectures to provide support during the architectural development process. Naab et al. [24] emphasized that data needs more attention in sustainable architecture development and shared experiences from prototyping a large-scale application ecosystem. Sherman and Hadar [25] identified the need for a sustainable architecture maintenance process and proposed a solution for motivating professional architects to maintain architectural documents. Zdun et al. [15] presented several criteria to help architects assess the sustainability of their architectural design decisions and offered the lessons learned in their work as guidelines for achieving sustainable decisions.
Furthermore, in a wide range of work, interests are expressed in numerous development approaches for sustainable architecture [26] , [27] . We have completed a technical report of a sustainable intelligence analysis system architecture in our early work. In this paper, we have proposed a practical guideline for framing a sustainable architecture for a specific domain, namely the data analytics domain, considering the long decision chain throughout the overall architecture development lifecycle.
C. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE OF BIG DATA SYSTEMS
Li et al. [5] and Demchenko et al. [28] investigated how to improve current comprehension of Big Data architectures to provide good decision-making for the construction of data analytics systems. Architectural components, key technologies, and measures for Big Data are defined in research, and suggestions for addressing data challenges in architecture are presented.
Meanwhile, a wide variety of heterogeneous architectures technologies have been applied for the implementation of data analytics scenarios [11] . The publications and classical architecture definitions have mainly focused on framing architectures of proprietary solutions, including Twitter [29] , LinkedIn [30] , [31] , and Facebook [32] in the social network application domain. Other data analytics cases such as Netflix [33] (capturing value from commercial videostreaming), and BlockMon [34] (monitoring network traffic through a high-performance analytics platform) have also been demonstrated by researchers. Moreover, from another perspective, work in [35] and [36] focuses on infrastructure, such as the features and hardware of data center networks, by using qualitative and quantitative analysis.
III. EXPLORATORY ROADMAP
There has not been systematical research for DAS architecture development method, thus we did some exploratory study. As shown in Figure 1 , this section presents our roadmap of the exploratory study. Before embarking on research on how to realize a sustainable system architecture, a deep understanding of DAS is needed. We studied the challenges of building DAS from different perspectives, and summarized the problems found in the design process, including essential complexity, development dynamics, and the long decision chain. We proposed SstAD-DAS, a preliminary approach to build a sustainable architecture, which was subsequently refined by capturing various demands, summarizing our findings regarding critical decision points and adopting some new mechanisms. Then, a process model was provided to specify the overall architectural development process and help guide how to use SstAD-DAS. Finally, we shared a case study on the architecture of an intelligence analysis system. Through our comparison study between two architecture versions, we intended to prove the architectural availability and analyze the results at last.
IV. UNDERSTANDING THE CHALLENGES OF BUILDING A DATA ANALYTICS SYSTEM
During the development process of DAS, stakeholders such as data engineers, data modelers and so on usually encounter a lot of difficulties. However, not many systematic studies of such challenges and related concerns can be found in the research literature. To better understand and design DAS, this section analyzed the characteristics of DAS from the perspective of complexity, dynamics, and long decision chain.
A. ESSENTIAL COMPLEXITY OF ARCHITECTING DATA ANALYTICS SYSTEMS
According to the characteristics of DAS, the essential complexity of DAS can be organized in three aspects:
(1) The continuous evolvement of data ecosystem needs to be taken into account when making architecture decisions. Nowadays, various fields have begun to develop their own data ecosystems, which provide proper data model to middleware, REST API, Web IDE and so on and accomplish data intelligence analysis. Data ecosystems take charge of various data tasks, for example, Apache Hive 5 supports highly efficient data storage and data analysis of large datasets stored in Hadoop. Apache Spark 6 acts as a unified analytics engine for large-scale data processing. Diverse skill sets are required for understanding the data-centric ecosystem and processing different data types, data storage methods, data mining approaches and so on.
(2) Extra modules, components, services, and mechanisms should be designed to meet the growing data requirements and to avoid data loss or permanent data corruption [37] . Storing and preprocessing multi-source heterogeneous data also increases the complexity of DAS. An integration technique should be designed to enable preprocessing across different heterogeneous datasets (unstructured, semi-structured, and structured) [1] . In addition, data preparation can help identify significant data, format it appropriately, and generate a smaller dataset with better quality, which can significantly improve the efficiency of the modeling phase [38] . Pre-computing should also be considered to deal with intermediate results at the beginning of algorithms' execution to fasten the calculation and to enhance the efficiency of system substantially.
(3) A well-designed DAS system is highly dependent on data visualization, statistical analysis, and data mining technologies, and it involves various stakeholders, such as domain expert, data scientist, end-user and so on. Various statistical analysis [39] and data mining approaches [40] have been developed for the purpose of summarizing data, drawing inferences, and discovering accurate information. In order to facilitate the analysis and help people understand information effectively and quickly, the analysis results and the statistical In addition to the essential complexity of DAS, the dynamics of DAS is also a key point for understanding DAS. Requirements changes and technology upgrades are unavoidable during the architecture development process and further increases the complexity of such systems.
The dynamics of DAS includes two aspects. To begin with, the requirements in data analytics systems are highly dynamic. Unlike in traditional information systems, there is no strict distinction between architecture development and requirements. In many cases, developers realize that their data analytics requirements are fuzzy and that iterative refinements of the requirements are required as development progresses [42] . It often happens that an architect progressively explores functionalities that the designed architecture could support and that new data analytics requirements are determined [43] .
Furthermore, emerging technologies also make DAS highly dynamic, which include the springing up open source products, promising commercial one stop solutions, rising architecture patterns such as lambda [44] , and increasingly important development methodology such as DevOps [45] . Realizing the target architecture is a difficult issue due to the great variety of technologies and skill sets [1] . Who should be responsible for these tasks is also not clear, such as whether we need on-site data engineer or outsourcing to deal with the complex data and so on. Worse still, there are always frequent changes regarding the stakeholders, which makes developers confused about the current user scenarios. All of this should be taken into account when framing a sustainable architecture for DAS [46] .
C. DIFFICULTIES OF HANDLING THE LONG DECISION CHAIN
The architectural decision chain is the set of decisions that architects face while framing a sustainable DAS architecture. It illustrates the decision-making process [46] in software architecture.
In contrast to traditional information systems, whose decision chain is short and explicit, data analytics systems possess a long decision chain, along with a complex data value chain. However, there is no systematic research on questions such as which stakeholders are involved in the decision chain, who should be responsible for which task, how to accomplish the tasks and so on. As illustrated in Table 1 , there are numerous multi-disciplinary stakeholders involved in the chain. It is the multitude of stakeholders that makes this such a complex process. Even if a stakeholder has the final say on various decisions, determining the long decision chain for the architecture is still a complex process. For instance, a fairly long time is required to obtain sample data from the complex data environment and evaluate the data models based on the experiment results. How to capture architectural demands and how to overcome the long decision chain during architecture evolution are the key research questions of this paper.
Compared with information systems, which usually focus on business logic, DAS focus more attention on data storage, data algorithm analysis, data model design, and other data analytics aspects. Thus, domain experts, data engineers, data consumers, data scientists, data modelers, and visualization experts all participate in the long decision chain. For example, users might not be able to describe their expectations clearly, since they might have no idea about what kind of accurate information current technologies can help them mine from miscellaneous data. In such situations, data engineers will first explore the available data sources and investigate the data environment. Data scientists will then research analytical models and visualization experts will demonstrate the feasibility. Domain experts, product managers, and users will work together to determine the requirements based on their research using a data analytical model.
V. SstAD-DAS: A PRELIMINARY ARCHITECTING METHOD FOR DAS
Aiming at handling the challenges described above, we proposed an architectural construction approach called SstAD-DAS (Sustainable Architecture Development for Data Analytics System). It draws on the existing architecture development methods, and combines the characteristics of DAS. Firstly, we introduced its fundamental process, which includes four main phases and their intermediate artifacts.
Data exploration report, the technical architecture, architectural mechanisms specialized for DAS, and final architectural solution are four deliveries conducted in the fundamental process. Subsequently, we provided design principles to help accomplish the key phases and produce corresponding deliveries. Finally, considering the perspectives of all the stakeholders, we presented a detailed architectural design process, and modeled it by BPMN. It provides practical guidelines for professional architect teams to frame a DAS architecture. Practitioners can tailor this detailed process model according to their own project characteristics. Architects can also use this model as a reference to build commercial domain solution for data analysis.
A. SstAD-DAS PROCESS OVERVIEW Figure 2 presents essential architectural tasks and depicts the fundamental process of the approach. When capturing architectural demands, architects should pay special attention to data-related issues and achieve a data exploration architecture. Subsequently, the architectural concerns should be separated based on domain knowledge, tasks, skill sets and stakeholders. In this way, possible overlaps of functionalities or requirements can be reduced and a technical architecture is completed. Then the architects need to accommodate the dynamics of the DAS and apply some mechanisms to harness it. Finally, a continuous architecture design is created and a sustainable architecture solution for DAS is obtained.
1) ARCHITECTURAL DEMANDS
Capturing architectural demands in the preliminary design stage is important, since these are the foundation of the entire software system. Compared to traditional architecture, the data characteristics should be separated when analyzing the architectural demands of DAS. Different data sources, different levels of data quality, different levels of data frequency, and different domain knowledge accumulated from data all lead to different architectural demands and solutions. Figure 3 shows the data-specific issues regarding DAS architectural demands. In addition to traditional architectural concerns [47] , this section captures the demands from the perspective of data complexity and interprets considerations on functional requirements and non-functional requirements. The demands and considerations all surround the goals aiming at data analysis. If the target DAS consist of various previous systems and massive amounts of disordered data, architects usually pay a lot of attention to the complex data and the knownunknown legacy systems. The variety of data sources should be decomposed and refactored to ensure the performance of the architecture. Data profiling is a systematic analysis of the content of a data source [48] , which helps architects to thoroughly and quickly unveil the content and structure of data. It can help ensure architectural performance and scalability by identifying data quality issues.
The data characteristics should be studied before the data modeling process is initiated, including amount of data, data format, required data processing time, character of domain data and so on. Architects design an architecture based on these characteristics. For example, architects have to decide whether to choose streaming processing or batch processing, depending on the processing time requirements. The data characteristics determine the selection of the architecture paradigm and affect architectural performance and usability. Data tasks in DAS emphasize the domain knowledge, storage, analysis, statistics, and visualization of enormous amounts of data, which is of vital importance for the usability and availability of the architecture. VOLUME 6, 2018
2) SEPARATION OF CONCERNS
The next step is to perform a separation of concerns, i.e., to break down the architecture into distinct parts to make sure there will be as little overlap in functionality and requirements as possible. When separating the concerns of DAS, three key factors need to be considered, they are different tasks, skill sets, and stakeholders.
We handled the challenges of long architectural decision chain by modeling system demands (Figure 3) , and divided the system architecture into independent modules based on different tasks and collaboration events. This ensures that the architecture is capable of accommodating special issues or unexpected circumstances.
Different skill sets and domain-specific tools are also key factors affecting the architectural design. Complex DAS usually involve various skill sets, which are associated with domain knowledge and require understanding of related fields. It is impossible even for an experienced developer or architect to handle the whole architecture alone. In such cases, even if two modules in combination with each other may produce a better effect, the architects always need to separate and decouple them from each other based on the different skill sets of the development team.
The stakeholders usually have a significant impact on the architectural decision-making process. Capturing and separating their interactions and collaboration is crucial for ensuring the success and sustainability of an architectural solution, especially for DAS.
3) SHOCK ABSORBER MECHANISM
A sound and sustainable architecture should be able to harness the dynamics of a specific domain. It is worth noting that our research is focused on a specific domain, namely data analytics systems. Data status, analysis model, data model, and requirement goals of DAS are often different from ordinary information systems. Mechanisms for this domain are far beyond the scope of classical design mechanisms. Consequently, specialized architectural mechanisms are needed, and more effort should be put into completely understanding the dynamics of data analytics. One of these important mechanisms is a shock absorber mechanism, whose design is a crucial task during the development of DAS architecture.
A data value chain in DAS aims at drawing value from strategic data assets, discovering information from data lakes, and transforming data step by step, to the final exposed terminal, throughout the whole data analytics system. Figure 4 explains the inner workings of data value chain of data analytics system. The data value chain 9 shown above the red line in illustration is taken from slides by Edd Dumbill (Silicon Valley Data Science) in Strata's big data conference.
Since not all the links of the data value chain are highly coupled with each other, the concept of a 'shock absorber' is 9 http://conferences.oreilly.com/strata/big-data-conference-uk-2015/ public/schedule/detail/39796 introduced. A shock absorber is required between two adjacent steps. This concept can also be summarized as a damping architecture pattern especially devised for DAS. To explain mechanism of shock absorber more clear, illustration in figure 4 below the red line is modified by the author, adding shock absorber module (showed in the dotted rectangle).
A shock absorber is not merely a simple middleware or interface. DAS are not just systems with input and output; the data itself needs some buffer zone. For instance, data sets stored in the Integrate
Step have a rather huge data volume. The Analyze Step performs analysis on data models with different levels and from different perspectives. The shock absorber between the Integrate Step and the Analyze
Step has to process the massive amounts of data with different structures and characteristics. Thus, a processing component is required in the shock absorber in addition to an interface component.
Take for another example, faced with the uncertainty of analysis data, we neither manipulate the production data directly nor establish a data channel. Manipulating data in production environments can result in numerous problems, including down-time for the application. These can impact stability, and client perception. The common approach is to extract, transform, and load such data into a temporary data environment, which can be thought of as a shock absorber. The concrete implementation form of shock absorber is associated with the layer it is in and designed depending on the specific circumstances. In addition, more and more open source and commercial applications are playing the role of building shock absorbers, such as Kettle. 10 
4) CONTINUOUS ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT
Nowadays, software development processes are undergoing huge changes, including architecture design and largescale development. The architecture consists of two parts, the architecture design and the architectural Proof of Concept 11 (PoC). PoC is a realization of a certain method or idea in order to demonstrate its feasibility, but does not represent a deliverable.
That is to say, there is a team of professionals designing the data analytics architecture, not just architects. Architectural developers also participate in the design of the overall architecture by offering rapid prototyping and developing a PoC. After the architecture team has succeeded in achieving the goals of this PoC, large-scale development can start, which again involves its own designers and programmers. The relationship between the architecture team and the largescale development team is bidirectional. They stimulate one another and form an overall architectural lifecycle.
B. A DETAILED PROCESS OF SstAD-DAS
To gain a deeper understanding of SstAD-DAS, a detailed process model was created as an essential process analysis model. We chose BPMN to model this architectural development process. As shown in Figure 5 , this process model is provided as a reference implementation solution of SstAD-DAS and is able to guide architecture teams in developing a sustainable DAS architecture. This detailed process is able to handle the long decision chain of DAS. Considering the perspectives of all the stakeholders, we separated the process into different modules and defined detailed tasks for each stakeholder. They take right responsibilities based on what they are good at. The process figure can also be browsed on the Internet by url 'https://www. processon.com/view/link/5b471fcde4b054aa54b401ae'.
The Requirements Elicitation and Product Delivery Pool is responsible for the activities closely related to users and specific domains outside the developers' control. This pool should be divided into two lanes. The Requirements Elicitation Lane is in charge of requirements elicitation and iterative prototyping, while the Product Delivery Lane is in charge of deployment and delivery, as well as product acceptance. In order to simplify the discussion, we put both of these lanes into this pool. Requirements changes are described as Intermediate Events in this pool, and are followed in this subprocess by tasks such as clarifying new requirements and analyzing potential solutions, updating product mockups, and incremental prototyping.
After completion of the requirements elicitation phase, the requirements are sent to the data environment investigation step via a message flow. It is worth noting that in the DAS developing process, the information about the research on the data analytics model is sent back to the Iterative Prototyping sub-process. Afterwards, the requirements are re-examined by multiple stakeholders and the prototype design is refined. The requirement prototype and refined data analytical model are sent to Solution Development Process to help large-scale system development. After continuously DevOps, final system is deployed, reviewed, and accepted.
The Solution Development and Architecture Evolvement Pool focus on various implementation technologies and encompasses development mechanism research, proof of concept, continuous system development, and completion of essential solutions. Adoption of new technical solutions is modeled as an Intermediate Event in this pool, and is followed in this sub-process by tasks such as prototyping & evaluation, architecture improvement, and upgrade of functionalities.
Meanwhile, the architects also should pay more attention to DevOps Pool, which encompasses numerous activities streamlining the software delivery process, improving the cycle time and emphasizing learning by streaming feedback from production to development [45] . The Continuous DevOps Pool consists of the Dev sub-process and the Ops sub-process, which deal with emerging technologies and multi-disciplinary skill sets. Nowadays, architecture design is not only related to the architecture itself, but also highly coupled to other development methodologies such as DevOps.
VI. CASE STUDY
We explored how to frame a sustainable architecture for DAS, presented a process model for it, and introduced our approach SstAD-DAS in this paper. However, the process model may be too abstract for people without enough experiences in complex DAS development. In order to make it easier for the readers to understand how to use our approach, we applied it into the development process of an IAGraph product, and finally, we found that using SstAD-DAS to build a sustainable architecture was promising.
A. IMPLEMENTATION BASED ON SstAD-DAS
We developed an intelligence analysis system called IAGraph, which was guided by our approach. Due to nondisclosure agreements, we have simplified some contents in our case study. This system involved numerous multidisciplinary stakeholders. Its first vision lasted for six months, and second vision lasted for eight months. As it was an intelligence analysis system, parts of the screenshots had been obfuscated.
1) BACKGROUND FOR IAGraph
IAGraph is a complex data analytics system, which was launched in 2015 for intelligence analysis. It aims to analyze criminal information and help identify suspicious behaviors based on a variety of data from various information systems. For instance, we can analyze personal path information extracted from train and airline systems to detect similar suspicious paths and identify suspects. In our project, we stored the processed data in the graph database Neo4j, which is suitable for the storage and analytics of social networks. Figure 6 shows four screenshots depicting the effectiveness of this DAS. In this project, the user language is Chinese. However, it is still possible to identify the characteristics of DAS, including graph visualization, data filter, and data analysis. Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) illustrate the relationships among a group of suspects in a graph structure. Figure 6 (c) exhibits the detailed filter conditions. Figure 6 (d) displays all the suspects having a relationship with a specific single person. After the necessary RESTful interfaces had been designed and a flexible system had been developed, we were able to obtain the results of Figure 6 (d) by using the form of 'ip:port://relations/ normal/identification_card_number'. The returned json data example is presented in Figure 7 (c). 
2) DATA EXPLORATION FOR IAGraph
According to the process model, investigation of the architecture demands is the first step. Before the data analysis can be conducted, the data scientist must know what variables are included, how many cases are in the dataset, and how many observations are missing.
An exploration of the data helps to answer these questions. Thus, in our case study the data engineers explored relevant data in various information systems, which were stored in Oracle database. These information included personal basic profiles, communication data, traveling data, criminal information data, and transaction data. The single-table data often reaches hundreds of millions of records, and records will increase with time. Traveling data increase per day and criminal information increase in real time, which determine the way of incremental data synchronization. These data are all structural so that we could operate them in Relational database such as Postgresql. There are several missing value in traveling data, so proper ETL should be performed.
3) SEPARATION OF CONCERNS FOR IAGraph
As proposed by the SstAD-DAS, specific concerns should be separated. This architecture is designed to be divided into decoupled modules. Modules such as algorithm implementation, data storage approach, front-end development, DevOps, and so on are all separated from each other to allow realization by specialized professionals with different skill sets or using different domain-specific tools.
For example, the availability of new visualization methods generally has no effect on our data analytics system since the 'Algorithm Models Implementation' module (application layer) has been separated from the others. Moreover, in each module, data interfaces are reserved especially for further development and refinement.
4) SHOCK ABSORBER MECHANISM FOR IAGraph
Our shock absorber is a composite of four major components: data storage, data processing, interface, and protocol. Taking the shock absorber between the analysis of the results and the exposure of the data as an example, we designed a shock absorber to enhance the performance and effectiveness of the visualization. The information for discovering potential crime clues that was to be displayed was stored in a temporary NoSql database. Processing scripts programmed in jQuery 12 or other languages were required in the data visualization process. In addition, data interfaces were generally designed in advance, such as the data format of nodes, relationships, and so on. In addition, we utilized RESTful interactions 13 based on the HTTP protocol, which is pretty stable across different software product vendors. These tasks are all achieved by the four layers in the visualization shock absorber.
We also designed a shock absorber to manipulate the data from various information systems provided by involved data providers, such as personal basic profile, communication data, traveling data, and so on. The shock absorber extracts, transforms, and loads these data into a temporary data environment (graph databases in this architecture) to avoid manipulating data in production environments directly. There was also a shock absorber to process data stored in the graph databases before the analysis phase started. Some basic statistics were calculated in advance, such as information on personal relationships, to ensure optimal performance of our system. Figure 8 illustrates the preliminary design of the data analytics system architecture as of 30 April 2015. This architecture took our approach as guidance, sticking to the combination of theory and practice. The solid lines represent modules or functionalities realized in practice, while the dotted lines represent those that are reserved for the next version and that are merely interfaces at present. The actual system is very complex, so here we only demonstrate a simplified version of the software architecture, emphasizing key points. Figure 9 presents the upgraded design of our data analytics system architecture as of 30 April 2016. The red lines represented modules or functionalities realized in the upgraded version, which had been reserved as interfaces in the previous one.
5) IAGraph ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION
Since 2017, the system has been further migrated to the private cloud platform of host organization, leveraging some big data processing infrastructures. Both versions supported porting to Alibaba Cloud and meet the requirements of each stage, which proved our architecture was sustainable. 
B. BUSINESS PROCESS MODEL FOR IAGraph
In order to thoroughly comprehend the sustainable architecture guided by our approach, a comparison study was performed between two different architecture versions during the architectural evolution.
According to the decision process model, requirement elicitation is the first step. In the Requirement Elicitation Pool, the intelligence analysts provided requirements, that they wanted to discover suspicious trails. There were many existing information system right now, which included personnel information management system, traveler information system and so on. Product Manager designed and modified the prototype iteratively based on the requirements from the police and data quality report from the data scientists.
In the Data Analytics Pool, the data engineers explored data environment as mentioned in section 5.1.2. Based on the generated quality report, the data scientists researched various analytical models and demonstrated different visualization capabilities. We choose graph structure to store and manage information due to the data characteristics. Take figure 7 for an example, figure 7(a) shows the relationships among people nodes and trip nodes, which store traveling information such as train traces, flight traces, hotel records, and so on. Figure 7 (b) explains the principle of time tree split, where year, month, and day are designed as independent nodes. This enhances the query efficiency regarding information about the intervals between different trips.
Then the data engineers started to process related data, utilizing specialized tools such as Kettle to extract, transform, and load data from various data sources to the target graph database. Meanwhile, a batch processing script and a real-time processing script were programmed to help with incremental data synchronization. A customized modeling strategy was prepared by the data modeler to store the relationships between personal and detailed information. To facilitate querying suspects' common paths, the data architects considered making an extension for queries of each person's similar paths using Python/Cypher scripts.
In the Solution Development and Architecture Evolvement Pool, the developers established the primary IAGraph architecture and implemented the application layer and the visualization layer. After completing the PoC of this preliminary architecture, the developers began large-scale exploitation. Architects should consider the different skill sets and multi-disciplinary stakeholders in this phase and separate these concerns into decoupled modules.
The DevOps module in the IAGraph architecture ( Figure 8 ) illustrates the tools we utilized, including CentOS, Docker, Jenkins and so on. After continuous DevOps, IAGraph system was deployed and delivered to the users.
C. DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the availability of our approach, a comparison study was performed between two different architecture versions during the architectural evolution. Table 2 summarizes some important system features and subsystem improvements between the two versions.
In the primary version, some function modules could not be completed as development time was limited, and were left for development in later versions. Some new function modules could be added during the development of version II as the requirements had changed. These system features had all been designed as interfaces in the previous version, and could be developed and extended without any problem.
It is worth noting that the new version of the system architecture does not go beyond the previous one; it is merely an improvement or extension on the basis of the original one. The developers did not need to worry about anything being broken. Take the relationships statistics model, for example: This model was designed to be calculated in advance, which can greatly increase the query speed. In version I, this model was designed as a reserved interface; then it was completed in version II. As the architectural modules were separated and decoupled from each other, other modules were not affected by this change.
The system can also support changes and upgrades of technologies and tools. In the visualization layer of the upgraded version, we utilized Vis.js to replace D3.js. D3.js had been used in the previous version as the main instrument for visualizing the graph data due to the greater need for maneuverability. We changed to Vis.js as it better suited our needs, including the styles and layout. As the system architecture was devised to separate modules from each other, changing the visualization submodule had no effect on the other modules, such as the data processing module or the common path querying module.
In the graph data storage module, we took into consideration extensions for common path queries. To resolve this issue, Python/Cypher scripts were prepared and executed in Version I. Neo4j was upgraded while we improved and refined Version II. The procedure, which is a form of extensibility, was one of the added features. All the query logic we had designed in the previous version could be reused and realized in a better way in the new one. This architecture has been confirmed to be sustainable, as it accommodates new releases of tools and technologies without affecting the development of the system and the infrastructure.
We applied our approach to frame an intelligence analysis system and investigated the availability of this approach. We set up the IAGraph architecture based on the SstAD-DAS, and provided the process model for it. The system was proven to be sustainable and allowed making changes between the two different versions. These changes did not affect other feature modules in our system. In this way, the effectiveness of the system development will continue to improve, benefiting from the sustainable architecture. Furthermore, the original architecture has not suffered any impact after our system was ported to big data infrastructure. In conclusion, our approach can support the evolution of the system.
VII. CONCLUSION
We analyzed the characteristics of data analytics systems from the perspective of complexity, dynamics and decision chain. The main purpose of this paper is to propose architecture guidelines for DAS based on practical experience. A process model was presented to help establish DAS architecture. In order to analyze the utility of our approach, we applied it into an intelligence analysis project. In this paper, we summarized practical experience in establishing this project as a case study.
Designing a sustainable architecture for DAS is a challenging task that cannot be resolved perfectly. What we have done is a trial procedure with no guarantees; success cannot be assured. There is not a single architectural design approach or recipe that can guarantee success. However, this is a good chance to improve our comprehension of the success factors. We want to share our practical experiences in order to stimulate more attentions to the demands on the architecture itself and offer practitioners some usable instructions on how to build large industrial data analytics systems and ecosystems. It is important to realize that DAS architecture has its own demands, and that DAS require a specialized design approach. Exploring the demands on the architecture empirically is a good research direction and will, hopefully, lead to a refinement of the architecture development process.
For future work, we intend to validate the sustainability of SstAD-DAS in subsequent versions of IAGraph and conduct more use cases with multi-disciplinary stakeholders to further refine SstAD-DAS.
